Abstract. We study the stable set polytope P (Gn) for the graph Gn with n nodes and edges [i, j] when |i−j| ≤ 2 using modulo n calculation; this graph coincides with the anti-webW (n, 3). A minimal linear system de ning P (Gn) is determined. The system consists of certain rank inequalities with some number theoretic avour. A characterization of the vertices of a natural relaxation of P (Gn) is also given.
1. Introduction. Let n ≥ 3 be a positive i n teger and let C n = (c i,j ) ∈ IR n,n be the (3, n)-circulant matrix, i.e, for i = 1, . . ., n we h a v e c i,j = 1 if |i − j| ≤ 2 and c i,j = 0 otherwise. We use modulo n calculation for indices, so e.g. n + 1 and 1 are identi ed. We let 0, 1 and 2 denote a vector of suitable dimension with all components being 0,1 and 2, respectively. In this paper we are concerned with the polytope P n = {x ∈ IR n : C n x ≤ 1, x ≥ 0}
1.1 and its integer hull, i.e. the convex hull of the integral points in P n . These objects relate to stable sets. Let V = {1, . . ., n} and consider the circulant graph G n = (V, E) with node set V and edge set E consisting the edges [i, i + 1] and [i, i + 2] for i ∈ V . It is useful to imagine the nodes of V placed consecutively along a circle so node 1 and n are adjacent. The graph G n coincides with the anti-webW(n, 3) . W e recall from 10 that the web W (n, k) is de ned as the graph on n nodes with edges [i, j] for j = i + k, . . . , i + n − k. The anti-webW (n, k) is the complement o f W ( n, k), i.e., the graph on n nodes containing precisely those edges that are not in W (n, k). A stable set in a graph is a subset S of nodes such that no pair of nodes in S are adjacent. A stable set S in G n is a set of nodes such that the distance between consecutive nodes is at least 3. Let S n denote the set of all stable sets in G. Then the integral points in P n coincides with the incidence vectors of sets in S, so the integer hull of P n equals the stable set polytope P (G n ) associated with the graph G n . P n may b e viewed as the relaxation of P (G n ) consisting of nonnegativity constraints and clique * University of Oslo, Department of Informatics, P.O.Box 1080, Blindern, 0316 Oslo, Norway Email:geird@i .uio.no 1 (0, 1)-coe cients called the 1-interval inequalities. These inequalities are of interest for stable sets in general graphs as well as they produce facets via the procedure of lifting. The work was motivated by a study of integer programming models for nding minimum cost spanning trees satisfying a 2-hop constraint, see 2 . This constraint s a ys that each node or one of its neighbors is adjacent t o a g i v en root node. The results of the present paper are useful for nding strong relaxations for 2-hop spanning tree problems.
Consider a weighted stable set problem in G n : for given numbers w j , j ∈ V nd a stable set S in G n with j∈S w j smallest possible. This problem may be solved in polynomial time as follows. Choose j ∈ V . A n y stable set S satis es either i j ∈ S, ii j + 1 ∈ S, or iii j, j + 1 ∈ S. T h us the weighted stable set problem may b e solved by nding an optimal stable set for each of these three cases and comparing the solutions. Each of the three subproblems may be solved by linear programming since deleting proper columns results in a totally unimodular coe cient matrix. The existence of an e cient algorithm for solving the weighted stable set problem in G n is a motivation for looking for a complete linear description of P (G n ).
A survey of the stable set problem and stable set polytopes is given in 4 Chapter 9. Complete linear description of stable set polytopes are known for certain classes of graphs, like bipartite graphs, interval graphs and chordal graphs; all these classes are perfect graphs so nonnegativity constraints and clique constraints su ce to describe the corresponding stable set polytopes. Furthermore, for series-parallel graphs the stable set polytopes are described by nonnegativity constraints, edge constraints and odd circuit constraints, for a proof see 7 . For graph theory and polyhedral theory used in the paper, see 9 and 8 . A (0, 1)-matrix is called an interval matrix provided that in each r o w the ones occur consecutively. A w ell-known fact is that every interval matrix is totally unimodular see 8 . If a T x ≤ α is valid inequality for a polytope 2 P we s a y that each point i n P ∩ {x : a T x = α} is a root of the inequality a
or the corresponding face of P .
2. The polytope P n . It is clear that the incidence vector of each stable set in G n is a vertex of P n . In this section we determine the remaining vertices. Certain subsets of the node set V are of interest in the following. We shall call a subset of consecutive nodes in V an interval and note that e.g. {n − 1, n, 1} is an interval the modulo n calculation. Any strict subset T of V corresponds to a partition of V into nonempty, consecutive, disjoint i n tervals I 1 , J 1 , I 2 , J 2 , . . . , I t , J t where T = ∪ t s=1 I s . Note that the intervals J s are determined by the intervals I s . W e then write T = I 1 + . . . +I t . A 1 -interval set is a subset T being the union of intervals I 1 , . . . , I t separated by just one node, i.e., |J s | = 1 for all s ≤ t.
Consider a 1-interval set T = I 1 + . . .
for which t also equal to the number of zeros in x T is odd will be called an odd 1/2-string.
Proposition 2.1. The vertices of P m are the incidence v e ctors of stable sets in G n , a l l o dd 1/2-strings, and, provided that n is not a multiple of 3, the vector with all components equal to 1/3. Proof. Let x be a nonintegral vertex of P (G n ). W e establish several properties of x, e v entually showing that x must be an odd 1/2-string or have all components equal to 1/3. Property 1: For each i ≤ n we have that x i < 1 and that either x i or x i+1 is positive. If x i = x i+1 = 0, the (m − 2)-dimensional vector x with the remaining components of x must be a vertex of the polytope de ned by C x ≤ 1, x ≥ 0 where C is the matrix obtained from C by deleting columns i and i+1. But C is an interval matrix and therefore totally unimodular. This implies that x is integral in fact (0, 1) and so is x; a contradiction. Therefore, either x i or x i+1 is positive. Similarly, if x i = 1, then x i−2 = x i−1 = x i+1 = x i+2 = 0, and the remaining components are determined from an interval matrix deleting the columns i − 2, . . . , i + 2 and one row in C and again we arrive at the desired contradiction.
By Property 1 the support T of x i.e. the indices of nonzero components is either V or a 1-interval set T = I 1 + . . . + I t . Consider rst the case when T = V . Then all variables in x are positive and therefore C n x = 1 as there must be n active inequalities. But C n is nonsingular if and only if n is not a multiple of 3, and in that case we see that x = (1/3, . . ., 1/3). In the remaining part of the proof we m a y assume that T = V .
Property 2: If i ∈ T then the equation x i−1 + x i + x i+1 = 1 holds. Otherwise we w ould again have that all components in x except the ith were determined by an interval matrix deleting the assumed nonactive constraint, and a contradiction arises.
Property 3: |I s | ≤ 2 for all s ≤ t. To prove this we determine an upper bound on the number of nonredundant, active clique inequalities in x. I f | I s | = 1, s a y I s = { i } , then the clique inequality x i−1 + x i + x i+1 ≤ 1 is not active because that would give
are equivalent so one of them is redundant. Finally, i f | I s | > 2 , s a y I s = { i, i + 1, . . ., j}, then none of the inequalities x i−1 + x i + x i+1 ≤ 1 and x j−1 + x j + x j+1 ≤ 1 are active for that would give that either x i+2 or x j−2 were 0. Note that all the mentioned inactive o r redundant inequalities are distinct. Let m 1 and m 2 be the number ofintervals I s with |I s | equal to 1 and 2, respectively. The number m 3 of intervals I s with |I s | ≥ 3 clearly satis es m 3 = t − m 1 − m 2 . Our discussion shows that an upper bound on the number of active, nonredundant clique inequalities in x is n − (m 1 + m 2 + 2m 3 ) = n − t − m 3 . But x has n−t positive components to be determined by the active clique constraints, so n − t − m 3 ≥ n − t which implies that m 3 = 0 and Property 3 follows.
The counting argument just given also shows that, except for those special constraints mentioned in the paragraph above, all other clique constraints are active i n x . F rom this we deduce that the nonzero components of x must alternate between α and 1 − α where 0 < α < 1. The number of nonzeros n − t must be odd, otherwise we could write x as the midpoint o f t w o solutions in P n similar to x with α replaced by α − and α + , respectively for suitably small . Finally, a s n − t is odd, one of the active clique inequalities gives that α = 1 − α, i.e., α = 1/2. This means that x is an odd 1/2-string and the proof is complete.
3. Rank facets of P (G n ). In this section we study the stable set polytope P (G n ) and valid inequalities for P (G n ) of the form x(T ) ≤ α for T ⊆ V ; such inequalities are called rank or canonical inequalities. Clearly, w e m a y restrict the attention to α = α(T ) := max{|S ∩ T | : S is a stable set in G n } which is the stability number in the subgraph of G n induced by T .
First we consider how to compute α(T ) for a given subset T of V . In 6 a polynomial algorithm is given for computing the stability n umberof a claw-free g r aph, i.e., a graph with no induced subgraph isomorphic to the star K 1,3 . The algorithm is based on a reduction to a matching problem. Since G n is claw-free the subgraph
is also claw-free and the algorithm of 6 could be used to determine α(T ). However, the special structure of G n makes it possible to determine α(T ) by a simple greedy algorithm which is discussed in the following.
Let A ∈ IR m,n be a (0, 1)-matrix. Following 3 we s a y that A is greedy if the greedy algorithm correctly solves the linear program
The greedy algorithm for 3.1 determines a solution x as follows: for j = 1, . . . , n let x j be the maximum real number r such that (x 1 , . . . , x j−1 , r, 0, . . ., 0) is feasible in 3.1. Note that x is integral whenever both u and b are integral, so the greedy algorithm also solves the integer LP corresponding to 3.1. It was shown in 5 that A is greedy if and only if neither of the following two submatrices is a submatrix of A:
An immediate consequence of this result is that every interval matrix is greedy. N o w, consider the circulant matrix C n de ned in the introduction. The matrix C obtained from C n by deleting columns j and j + 1 and permuting the columns suitably is an interval matrix and therefore greedy. In particular, for each u ∈ {0, 1} n−2
we can solve the integer program
by the greedy algorithm. We see that 3.2 is the stable set problem in the subgraph of G n induced by the nodes {k : u k = 1 and k = j, j + 1}.
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For T ⊆ V and j ∈ T de ne
The following greedy algorithm determines α j (T ): initially let S = {j}, s := j and choose k ∈ {s + 3, . . . , j − 3} smallest possible with k ∈ T and add k to S. Repeat this process for s := k until no more k can be found. The correctness of this algorithm follows from the discussion above.
We can calculate α(T ) as follows. If T = V , w e obtain α(T ) = α(G n ) = n/3 . Assume next that T = V , s a y j ∈ T but j + 1 ∈ T . W e nd a solution of α = max{|S ∩ T | : S ∈ S n , j ∈ S} by removing nodes j and j + 1 from the graph and using the greedy algorithm in the interval graph we then obtain with start in j + 2. W e then calculate α j (T ) using the greedy algorithm above and conclude that α(T ) = max{α , α j (T )}. W e call this procedure for nding α(T ) the α-GREEDY algorithm with start in node j. It is used in some proofs later.
We n o w calculate α(T ) for certain interesting 1-interval sets.
Lemma 3.1. Let T = I 1 + . . . + I t be a 1-interval set satisfying, for s = 1, . . ., t, |I s | ≡ 1mod 3, say |I s | = 3k s + 1 where k s is a nonnegative integer. Then α(T ) = t s=1 k s − t/2 , o r e quivalently, α(T ) = n/3 − t/6 when t is even and α(T ) = n/3 − t/6 − 1/2 when t is odd.
Proof. The result may be found by the α-GREEDY algorithm, but we give a n alternative proof here. Let s ∈ {1, . . . , t}. W e note that α(I s ) = k s + 1 and that there is a unique maximum stable set S in I s and, moreover, S contains both the end points of the interval I s . The next observation is that α(I s ∪ I s+1 ) = k s +k s+1 +1 and every stable set in I s ∪ I s+1 must contain both the end points of exactly one of the two i n tervals. One such stable set, say S s , contains k s nodes in I s and therefore the two end points but it does not contain the right-hand end node of I s+1 . Assume now that t is even and let S be the union of such sets S 1 , S 3 , . . . , S t−1 . F rom the construction we see that S is a stable set in G n . F urthermore, |S| = t s=1 k s + t/2 so we conclude that α(T ) ≥ t s=1 k s + t/2. Moreover, this is an equality for otherwise, for some s, I s and I s+1 would contain k s + 1 and k s+1 + 1 nodes respectively; a contradiction as explained above. Using that t s=1 (3k s + 2) = n we conclude that α(T ) = n/3 − t/6 for t even. Finally, i f t is odd, similar arguments lead to α(T ) = t s=1 k s + (t − 1)/2 = n/3 − t/6 − 1/2 and the proof is complete. 6 Recall that when T = V we h a v e α ( T ) = α(G n ) = n/3 . Therefore the inequality
is valid for P (G n ); this is the anti-web inequality i n troduced in 10 . It is easy to see that this inequality is nonredundant if and only if n is not a multiple of 3. In the remaining discussion we consider rank inequalities x(T ) ≤ α(T ) for which T = V . Lemma 3.2. Let T = I 1 + . . . + I t be a strict subset of V where I s are disjoint intervals such that x(T ) ≤ α(T ) is a facet of P (G n ) di erent from each trivial and clique facet. Then the following holds i T is a 1-interval set; ii |I s | ≡ 1 mod 3 for s = 1, . . ., t; iii t is odd and t ≥ 3.
3.5
Proof. i Let F be the facet of P (G n ) de ned by x(T ) ≤ α(T ). Assume that i, i + 1 ∈ T for some i ≤ n. W e m a y assume that i − 1 ∈ T otherwise another i could be chosen. Consider the clique K = {i − 3, i − 2, i − 1}. Since F is not a clique facet, F has a root S with S ∩ K = ∅. Note that S \ {i, i + 1} is also a root of F as i, i + 1 ∈ T , s o w e m a y assume that i, i + 1 ∈ S. Let S = S ∪ {i − 1} and observe that S is a stable set in G n . But χ S (T ) = χ S (T) + 1 = α + 1 which contradicts the validity o f x ( T ) ≤ α ( T ) . T h us, for each i ≤ n, T contains either i or i + 1, and therefore T is a 1-interval set.
ii Assume that |I s | ≡ 2 mod 3 and let I s = {l, . . . , r}. Using the α-GREEDY algorithm with start in node l − 2 it is easy to see that α(T ) = α(T ∪ {r + 1}) as we nd an optimal stable set not containing the node r + 1. But then x(T ) ≤ α(T ) is the sum of the two v alid inequalities x(T ∪ {r + 1}) ≤ α(T ∪ {r + 1}) and −x r+1 ≤ 0 which contradicts that x(T ) ≤ α(T ) de nes a facet of P (G n ). This proves that |I s | ≡ 2 mod 3.
Assume next that |I s | ≡ 0 mod 3, say |I s | = 3k for some k ≥ 1. Let I s = {l, . . . , r}. There is a root S of x(T ) ≤ α(T ) such that S ∩ I s consists of the k nodes l + 1, l + 4, . . . , r − 1. Note that S ∩ {l − 1, l, r, r + 1} = ∅. Thus the incidence vector of S \ I s must maximize x(T \ I s ) over the set of stable sets in G n . Therefore
∩T | is a valid inequality for P (G n ). But x(I s ) ≤ k is clearly a valid inequality a s w ell, and if we add these two inequalities we obtain x(T ) ≤ |S| = α(T ). This contradicts that x(T ) ≤ α(T ) is nonredundant, and Property ii follows.
iii Assume that t is even. From the proof of Lemma 3.1 and Property ii it is clear that α(T ) equals the sum of the stability n umbers α(I s ∪ I s+1 ) for all s ≤ t being odd. As above this means that the rank inequality x(T ) ≤ α(T ) is redundant; a contradiction. Therefore, t must be odd. Furthermore, one can check that α(V \{i}) = α(V ) for each i ∈ V . This implies that the rank inequality x(V \ {i}) ≤ α(V \ {i}) is redundant as it is the sum of the rank inequality x(V ) ≤ α(V ) and the inequality −x i ≤ 0. Therefore t can not be 1, so t ≥ 3.
Our next result characterizes all the nonredundant rank inequalities in an explicit way. Proof. Due to Lemma 3.2 we only need to show the su ciency of the conditions. So, assume that 3.5 holds. Let |I s | = 3k s + 1 for s ≤ t. I f S is a stable set in Assume that k ∈ I s and k + 2 ∈ I s+1 so k + 1 ∈ T . Choose a root S of , and therefore x(T ) ≤ α(T ) induces a facet of
When T is a 1-interval set we call the rank inequality x(T ) ≤ α(T ) a 1-interval inequality. Note that for the nonredundant 1-interval inequalities the value of α(T ) is known, see Lemma 3.1.
4.
Completeness. In this section we determine a complete and nonredundant linear description of the stable set polytope P (G n ). Recall that each facet de ning inequality a T x ≤ α which does not de ne a trivial facet must have nonnegative coe cients. The following result generalizes Lemma 3.2. Proof. i We rst note that T = V otherwise a T x ≤ α would be equivalent t o t h e anti-web inequality. We m a y then choose i ∈ T such that i − 1 ∈ T and therefore
Since F a is not a clique facet there is a root S of F a with S ∩ K = ∅ where K = {i, i + 1, i + 2} otherwise F a would be contained in the facet induced by the clique inequality x(K) ≤ 1. Thus there is an interval I = {l + 1, . . . , r − 1} satisfying l, r ∈ S, K ⊆ I and S ∩ I = ∅. W e m a y assume that S is chosen such that |I| is minimal.
We rst observe that l ∈ T , i.e., a l = M . F or otherwise, S = (S \ {l}) ∪ {i} would be a stable set whose incidence vector violates a T x ≤ α. Therefore l = i − 1 as i − 1 ∈ T . In fact we m ust have l = i − 2 for otherwise we could add the node i to S and violate the inequality a
Thus we h a v e shown that if i ∈ T and i − 1 ∈ T then i − 2 ∈ T . This clearly implies that T is a 1-interval set T = I 1 + . . . + I t . I f t = 1 then T = V \ {i} for some i and it is easy to see that a T x ≤ α is implied by the anti-web inequality and the trivial inequality −x i ≤ 0. It follows that t ≥ 2, and Property i holds.
ii Assume that |I s | ≡ 2 mod 3 for some s ≤ t, and let I s = {l, . . . , r}. Let S be a root of F a with l − 1 ∈ S such a root exists, otherwise F a would be contained in the hyperplane given by x l−1 = 0. This implies that S also contains the set {j ∈ I s : j ≡ l − 1 mod 3} ∪ {r} i.e., nodes l + 2, l + 5, . . . lying in T plus r. Otherwise the distance between two consecutive nodes in S would be at least 4, and we could modify S by replacing l − 1 by l, l +2 by l +3 etc. This produces a stable set violating a T x ≤ α because a l−1 < a l . T h us each root containing l − 1 also contains r + 1. Due to symmetry, w e conclude that a root of F a contains l − 1 if and only if it contains r + 1. But this means that F a is contained in the hyperplane given by x l−1 − x r+1 = 0; contradicting that F a is a facet. This proves that |I s | ≡ 2 mod 3 for all s ≤ t.
Assume that |I s | ≡ 0 mod 3 for some s ≤ t, s a y | I s | = 3k. Let I s = {l, . . . , r}. We observe, using similar arguments to those of the previous paragraph, that for each root S of F a we h a v e a S contain at most one of the nodes l − 1 and r + 1, and b if S contains either l − 1 or r + 1 then |S ∩ I s | = k.
Furthermore, as |I s | = 3k, x(I s ) ≤ k i s a v alid inequality for P (G n ) obtained by adding k clique inequalities for nodes in
Therefore there must be a root S of F a satisfying x(I s ) ≤ k with strict inequality, i.e., |S ∩ I s | ≤ k − 1. This implies, due to the observation above, that |S ∩ {l − 1, . . . , r + 1}| = k. Let S be the set obtained from S by replacing the k − 1 nodes in S ∩ I s by the k nodes l + 1, . . ., r − 1. Then S is a stable set which violates a T x ≤ α by the amount o f M . This proves that |I s | ≡ 0 mod 3 for all s ≤ t and the proof is complete.
The next result concerns projection of facets. It gives a simple procedure for producing facets for P (G n−3 ) from those of P (G n ). The technique has some resemblance to a shrinking result given in 1 .
Consider an inequality n j=1 a j x j ≤ α 4.1 which de nes a facet F a of P (G n ) which is di erent from each trivial, clique or antiweb facet. The procedure also works for the anti-web facet, but this is not of importance here. Let, as before, M = max j a j and T = {j ≤ n : a j = M }. F rom Lemma 4.1 we h a v e that T is a 1-interval set T = I 1 + . . .+I t with t ≥ 2 and |I s | ≡ 1 mod 3 for each s. Consider the interval I s and let |I s | = 3k + 1. Our procedure may be applied whenever k ≥ 1. Assume, for notational simplicity, that I s = {n − 3k, . . ., n} so, in particular, 1 ∈ T . W e then have the following result:
Lemma 4.2. The inequality
is valid for P (G n−3 ). Moreover it de nes a facet of P (G n−3 ).
Proof. Assume that there is a stable set S in G n−3 with
Consider rst the case when n − 3 ∈ S. Then S can not contain both the nodes 1 and n − 4 as S is stable, say that 1 ∈ S. Then S = S ∪ {n − 1} is a stable set in G n and n j=1 a j χ S j > α − M + M = α which contradicts that 4.1 is valid for P (G n ). Consider the remaining case when n − 3 ∈ S. Then 1, 2 ∈ S and therefore S ∪ {n} is a stable set in G n and its incidence vector violates 4.1. It follows, by contradiction, that 4.2 is valid for P (G n−3 ).
Assume that there is a root S of 4.1 with S ∩ {n − 3, n − 2, n − 1, n} = ∅. I f 1 ∈ S w e could violate 4.1 by replacing 1 by n, s o w e conclude that 1 ∈ S. But this is also impossible, for then we could add the node n − 1 and violate 4.1. Thus every root of 4.1 contains either one or two nodes in the set {n − 3, n − 2, n − 1, n}. Since 4.1 de nes a facet of P (G n ) there is a nonsingular matrix B ∈ IR n,n with rows being the incidence vector of stable sets that are roots of 4.1 as 0 is not a root of the inequality, the a ne rank and the linear rank of the roots coincide. The columns of B = (b i,j ) correspond to the nodes 1, . . ., n. As shown above each r o w o f B contains one or two 1's in positions n − 3, n − 2, n − 1, n and, after a reordering of rows, we m a y assume that all the rows with two 1's in the mentioned positions are the last rows of B. Let B = (b i,j ) ∈ IR n,n−3 be the matrix obtained by replacing the last four columns of B by a single column with ith entry being 1 if n j=n−3 b i,j equals 2 and 0 otherwise. By this construction it is clear that each r o w o f B is the incidence vector of a stable set in G n−3 .
We claim that rank(B ) = n − 3. T o prove this, let b 1 , . . . , b n−4 ∈ IR n be the rst n − 4 columns of B and B these columns are equal in the two matrices. These vectors are linearly independent a s B is nonsingular. Assume that the last column Inserting the stable set χ n−1 we conclude that a j = 0 for 2 ≤ j ≤ n − 4. This contradicts the form of a T x ≤ α where T = I 1 + . . . + I t with t ≥ 2 and a j positive and maximal for each j ∈ T . This proves that the columns of B are linearly independent and it follows that B has rank n − 3. T h us there are n − 3 linearly independent r o ws of B and since all these are roots of 4.2 we h a v e shown that 4.2 de nes a facet of P (G n−3 ). Theorem 4.3. For each n the stable set polytope P (G n ) is the solution set of the nonnegativity constraints, the clique inequalities, the anti-web inequality 3.4 and the nonredundant 1-interval inequalities described i n T h e orem 3.3.
Proof. Let a T x ≤ α be a facet de ning inequality for P (G n ) which is neither a nonnegativity constraint, a clique inequality or the anti-web constraint. We shall prove that the inequality is a positive m ultiple of some 1-interval inequality.
Due to Lemma 4.1 the inequality a T x ≤ α may be written as
where T = I 1 + . . . + I t is a 1-interval set and M = max j a j . Recall, also from Lemma 4.1, that |I s | ≡ 1 mod 3 for s = 1, . . . , t. By repeated application of the reduction procedure of Lemma 4.2, say p times, we get an inequality
which de nes a facet of P (G n−3p ). Here T is a 1-interval set for which each i n terval consists of exactly one node. Thus, the coe cients in this inequality alternates between M and numbers strictly smaller than M . W e show that all these numbers di erent from M are equal to 0. Let i ∈ T . Since 4.4 is not a clique facet, there is a root S of this inequality with S ∩ {i, i + 1, i + 2} = ∅. Note that a i+1 < a i = a i+2 = M as T is a 1-interval set. S can not contain i−1 or i+3 both outside T for then we could modify S by replacing that node by i or i +2 and violate 4.4. Thus S ∩ {i−1, i, i+1, i+2, i+3} = ∅ which implies that S ∪ {i + 1} is a stable set. But since S is a root, we see that a i+1 = 0. This shows that a i = 0 for each i ∈ T and therefore 4.4 is a positive m ultiple of a 1-interval inequality with all intervals of length 1 the right hand side must have the proper value otherwise the inequality w ould be redundant. This also proves that the original inequality 4.3 is M times a 1-interval inequality in particular, α = Mα(T ) and the theorem follows.
Examples. When n = 9 the a minimal linear system for P (G 9 ) consists of nonnegativity and clique constraints as well as the following 1-interval inequalities x2 + x 4 + x 6 +x7 +x8 +x9 ≤ 2 x2 + x 4 +x5 +x6 +x7 + x 9 ≤2
x 2 +x3 +x4 +x5 + x 7 + x 9 ≤2
x 1 + x 3 + x 5 + x 7 +x8 +x9 ≤ 2 x1 + x 3 + x 5 +x6 +x7 +x8 ≤ 2 x1 + x 3 +x4 +x5 +x6 + x 8 ≤2
x 1 +x2 + x 4 + x 6 + x 8 +x9 ≤ 2 x1 +x2 +x3 + x 5 + x 7 + x 9 ≤2
x 1 +x2 +x3 +x4 + x 6 + x 8 ≤2 .
These inequalities correspond to 1-interval sets with three intervals of cardinalities 4, 1 and 1. Consider next n = 14. Then the anti-web inequality x(V ) ≤ 5 de nes a facet of P (G 14 ). The inequality x 1 + x 2 + x 3 + x 4 + x 5 + x 6 + x 7 + x 9 + x 11 + x 13 + x 15 ≤ 4 is the 1-interval inequality for T = I 1 + . . . + I 5 where I 1 = {1, . . . , 7}, I 2 = {9}, I 3 = {11}, I 4 = {13}, I 5 = {15}. It de nes a facet of P (G 14 ). Similarly, the 1-interval T = I 1 + . . . + I 5 with I 1 = {1, 2, 3, 4}, I 2 = {6, 7, 8, 9}, I 3 = {11}, I 4 = {13}, I 5 = {15} gives the inequality x 1 + x 2 + x 3 + x 4 + x 6 + x 7 + x 8 + x 9 + x 11 + x 13 + x 15 ≤ 4
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In fact, the 1-interval sets that correspond to facets of P (G 16 ) all consist of t = 5 intervals with cardinalities either 7, 1, 1, 1, 1 or 4, 4, 1, 1, 1. The minimal linear system for P (G 16 ) consists of 48 inequalities corresponding to 1-interval sets in addition to the anti-web inequality, 16 clique inequalities and 16 nonnegativity constraints.
